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ABSTRACT 

In June 2010 the holding company of South Africa’s national railroad announced its intent to 
concession its 7300 km of branch lines in an attempt to focus on its core business while 
unlocking potential value for smaller operators.  The research presented in this paper 
demonstrates the importance, when taking decisions on the concessioning or closure of 
branch lines, of understanding potential current and future flows, as well as considering the 
impact on sustainability by analysing freight transport externalities and road usage costs.  The 
research results reveal considerable volume opportunities for branch lines which, if captured, 
will significantly reduce both the direct transport costs for this traffic as well as externality 
charges for the economy.  This will therefore not only render rural economies more 
competitive but also enable the provision of more sustainable freight transport to these 
communities. The research approach will be of value to researchers in both developed and 
developing economies to inform the continuous debate regarding the role of rail in sustainable 
transport provision.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In June 2010 the holding company of South Africa’s national railroad announced its intent to 
concession some 7000 km of branch lines in an attempt to focus on its core business while 
unlocking potential value for smaller operators (Ash, 2010).  The appropriate management of 
this process is critical to facilitate the development of South Africa’s “second” economy, 
specifically the drive to develop a considerable number of South Africa’s 3 million 
subsistence farmers, who are often within geographic reach of a branch line, to commercial 
farmers.  In addition, some of the lines are currently not utilised and recommissioning of 
some, if not all, of the lines will lead to job creation.  

The debate surrounding branch lines is not unique to South Africa.  As a case in point, the 
New South Wales Grain Freight Review (Australian Government, 2009) recommended in 
2009 that the majority of the region’s grain branch lines should be retained, and also 
highlighted the important funding roles of both government and industry.  The study 
highlighted that the cost of road provision and maintenance will be well above the capital 
injection and maintenance expenditure to keep branch lines operational.  In addition, it is 
between one-and-a half to two times more expensive to transport grain to a consolidation 
centre by road compared to rail.  The revitalisation of branch lines as a means of providing 
sustainable local freight transport solutions is also a continuous endeavour in the United 
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Kingdom (see for example Merseyside Transport Partnership, 2009; Devon County Council, 
2002) and the United States (see for example Wisconsin & Southern Railroad Co, 2004; 
Connecticut Department of Transport, 2010). 

This proposed shift to rail transport is aligned with the global renaissance in rail (Friends of 
the earth, 2000: 5), mainly driven by the desire to increase the sustainability of freight 
transport by reducing associated intrinsic and extrinsic costs.  In the United Kingdom, a 
modal shift from road to rail transport is regarded as one of the government’s core policy 
goals to promote environmentally sustainable development (Haywoood, 2007).   The 
differences between road and rail transport costs are significant. According to Ballou (2004: 
168) in the United States the total cost of road transport is as much as 12 times more than that 
of rail transport.  Kwan & Knutsen (2006) established that with one gallon of fuel one ton of 
goods can be carried only 96 km by truck compared to 325 km by rail.  In addition, road 
transport costs are mostly variable and exposed to volatile exogenous core cost drivers for 
example the price of fuel (Pietrantonio and Pelkmans, 2004; Havenga et al., 2009.) 

The research presented in this paper reveals the significant potential volumes available for 
transport on identified branch lines and suggest that both from a logistics cost savings and 
development perspective, identified branch lines can be a viable business in the future if 
higher densities can be achieved on rail.  The externality challenge has prompted reaction 
from South Africa’s Department of Transport (DoT) when it considered the condition of rural 
roads. The DoT announced intentions to reduce axle limits on rural roads in a bid to relieve 
the burden on the country’s secondary road infrastructure (Fleetwatch, 2009).  The impacts of 
externalities as well as proposed legislative changes in axle limits are presented. From a 
development perspective, stakeholders need to reconsider branch line divestment if these lines 
give rural traffic access to main lines (Bechtel SAIC Company LLC, 2006: 8). This link 
between branch line and corridor traffic for South Africa is also discussed.   

 

2. RESEARCH APPROACH 

 

In order to analyse branch line potential, current and potential rail and road freight transport 
volumes and costs had to be determined.  Rail data is available from the national railroad, but 
road data is not measured officially in South Africa. In order to develop road data an 
extensive freight flow model was developed for South Africa. This was done through the 
gravity modelling of total freight flows in the economy based on supply and demand data for 
62 commodity groups and 356 magisterial districts, and subtracting rail, coastal, pipeline and 
conveyer belt flows. The remaining flows are road flows of commodities between specific 
origin-destination pairs which were then translated into costs.  This granularity was critical to 
enable detailed analysis of South Africa’s freight transport demand.  The model also contains 
a 30-year forecast. (Refer Havenga, 2007, for a detailed description of the model). 

To determine potential traffic for the branch lines, road flows in the vicinity of branch lines 
were also analysed.  As mentioned, traffic flows in South Africa is determined as flows 
between magisterial districts (MD’s). For each magisterial district a centre point is 
determined. In order to analyse potential branch line flows these centre points are related to 
the rail network. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1.   

The resulting flows are classified into four network groups as summarised in Table 1.  In 
cases where the branch line is very short or where traffic would only need to use a short 
portion of the branch line before connecting to the core line, the assumption was made that 
any potential traffic of this nature would rather use road transport to connect to the core line.  
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3. RESEARCH RESULTS 

 

Potential branch line traffic 

Of South Africa’s 935 million tons of total surface freight transported, 66 million tons or 7% 
travels next to or on branch lines.  (This figure is similar in tonkilometre terms, with 
approximately 8.5% of tonkilometres related to branch lines).  The relationship between this 
traffic and total traffic in South Africa is depicted in Table 2. 

 

Table 2:  Relationship between total traffic and potential branch line related traffic  
 Tons 

(million) 
Tonkilometres 

(billion) 
Average Transport 

Distance 
Total SA 935 315 337 
Total corridor traffic 240 168 701 
Potential traffic that would require 
a proportion of branch line use: 

66 27 398 

BB 7 1 75 
BC 23 11 506 
CB 34 15 460 
BCB 2 1 490 

 

This means that if branch lines were closed 66 million tons of traffic that could be transported 
by rail will be captured by road. Of this traffic, 57 million tons (BC+CB) are potential core 
line traffic and can contribute to the densification (and cost savings) of the core lines.  Of the 
66 million tons only 9.1 million tons are currently on rail, as summarised in Table 3. 

 

Table 3:  Rail market share of potential branch line traffic 
 Total Tons 

(millions) 
Rail Tons 
(millions) 

Total Tonkilometres 
(billions) 

Rail Tonkilometres 
(billions) 

Road 
ATD 

Rail 
ATD 

BB 7.3 1.8 0.5 Neg 69.1 21.8 

BC 23.4 4.1 10.5 1.3 449.1 324.5 

CB 33.7 3.2 14.5 1.0 431.1 302.9 

BCB 2.0 0.1 1.0 Neg 466.9 469.9 

All B inclusive 66.4 9.1 26.5 2.4  

 

Only 11% of potential tons shipped encompass a single branch line system (BB). As average 
transport distances are low for traffic that originates and terminates on the same branch line, 
only 1.9% of potential tonkilometres are enclosed within a single branch line system.  The 
2008 cost to transport branch line related traffic amounted to R19 billion (or 11% of South 
Africa’s 2008 transport bill of R171 billion). The branch line transport bill for rail is less than 
R1 billion (0.5%) of this total.   

Rail’s role in branch line related transport is therefore currently negligible with 14% of tons, 9% of 
tonkilometres and 0.5% of costs on rail ( 

Figure 2).  It however also implies that there is significant opportunity available.  
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